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Abstract
We study a distributionally robust max flow problem un-
der the marginal distribution model, where the vector of arc
capacities is random, with the marginals to the joint multi-
variate distribution being known, but the correlation being
unknown. The goal is to compute the expected value of the
max flow under the worst-case joint distribution of arc capac-
ities. We provide a simple combinatorial proof that shows
that for the case of finite-supported marginal distributions,
this worst-case expectation can be efficiently computed, and
moreover, the worst-case joint distribution can be explicitly
constructed, despite being non-trivial in the sense that it is
not a combination of monotonic or anti-monotonic couplings.
Our technique is to use a related min-cost flow problem to
generate a distribution over cuts in the graph, which in turn
induces the worst-case joint distribution. It also provides
an alternative interpretation of the problem as a zero-sum
game between a capacity player and a cut player.
1 Introduction
Distributionally robust optimization is a vibrant re-
search area concerned with computing the expected per-
formance under the worst-case probability distribution
from an uncertainty family. By allowing for nature
to choose from a family of distributions, the decision-
maker is “robust” against assuming a particular distri-
bution which may be incorrect [6]. Surprisingly, such
an approach also has optimization benefits, because for
some structures of the uncertainty family, the expecta-
tion is easier to compute under the worst-case distribu-
tion.
We study one such structure in this paper, called
the marginal distribution model. In this model, there
are multiple unknown parameters. The marginal dis-
tributions for these parameters are given and assumed
to be correct, but the correlation between them is un-
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known. The uncertainty family consists of all joint
parameter distributions which are consistent with the
given marginals. Such a formulation was first proposed
in [11], and the desired expectation can be computed
via strong duality results from convex analysis [7, 8, 4].
However, while the existing literature provides
methods to find the objective value (the expected
performance under the worst-case joint distribution)
through a long sequence of duality results, methods to
find the worst-case joint distribution itself are less devel-
oped. In this paper, we study a specific problem under
the marginal distribution model, namely the max flow
problem with unknown arc capacities. For this problem,
we show how to explicitly construct the worst-case joint
distribution. In the case of finite-supported marginals,
this distribution has a polynomially-sized support. In
fact, havingN andA denote the set of nodes and arcs re-
spectively, there is an accompanying distribution of cuts
that can be described in O(|N |) space; equivalently, a
distribution of cut-sets that can be described in O(|A|)
space. In doing so, we also provide a simple, combina-
torial proof of the aforementioned duality result for the
max flow problem.
1.1 Literature Review Our model is related to that
studied in works on the correlation gap and price of cor-
relation [2, 1, 12]. Given a function acting on a random
vector specified up to only its marginals, the correlation
gap is the ratio between the expectation of the random
function with respect to an extremal joint distribution
(consistent with the marginals) and the expection of
the random function with respect to the independent
coupling of the marginals. Using assumptions on the
function like monotonicity, submodularity, and the ex-
istence of a cost-sharing scheme, they are able to derive
bounds on the correlation gap for all possible marginal
inputs. By contrast, in our problem we focus on the
exact computation of the expectation as well as the ex-
tremal distribution, instead of comparing against per-
formance on the independent coupling. Furthermore,
in our specific investigation into the value of the max-
flow (equivalently, min-cut) as a function of the arc-
capacities, our problem does not actually fall within the
category of inputs that their bound pertains to.
The earliest work related to ours is [11], in which the
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problem of finding bounds on expected max flow, among
other classical combinatorial optimization problems like
shortest path, and network reliability is studied, and
the marginal distribution model is introduced. Given
marginal arc capacity distributions, [11] presents a con-
vex program that computes the worst (over all joint dis-
tributions consistent with the marginals) expected max
flow value, without knowledge of the worst-case joint
distribution. But when it comes to characterization of
a worst-case joint distribution, their study requires com-
putation of an inefficiently-sized convex dual program.
Indeed, merely formulating the constraints to the pro-
gram requires identification of all s-t cuts; counting the
number of s-t cuts alone is #P Hard [9].
The analysis presented in the subsequent study [7]
closely mirrors our approach as well, in that they also
utilize convex duality, but their problem of interest is in
contrast the longest path problem, or the study of PERT
network. They present a primal-dual pair of problems
and utilize jointly a pair of primal and dual optimal so-
lutions to compose a worst-case joint distribution. Un-
like [11], their primal and dual problems are efficiently
sized.
Our work presents a simple construction of the
worst-case joint distribution for the setting of max flow.
In similar fashion to [7], our construction will be based
on the solution to an efficiently-sized convex dual pro-
gram. In the case of finite-supported marginal arc ca-
pacity distributions, this program is efficiently solvable,
providing an exact extremal joint distribution in poly-
time. Furthermore, in our primal-dual pair of prob-
lems, we recover the same convex program as in [11]
that provides the computation of the worst-case expec-
tation. Finally, our primal-dual formulation presents
the intriguing interpretation of a two-person zero-sum
game between a player deciding on arc capacities and
a player deciding on an s-t cut. We establish the con-
nection between this game’s mixed Nash Equilibria and
our distributionally robust max flow problem.
1.2 Outline of Problem and Solution Let G =
(N,A) be a directed graph with a source and a sink.
Each arc (i, j) ∈ A has a random capacity ũij with a
known marginal distribution Fij . For any realization
u = (uij)(i,j)∈A of arc capacities, let Z(u) denote the
value of the max flow in G under arc capacities u. Our
distributionally robust max flow problem is to find a




with Γ denoting the set of all joint (multivariate) distri-
butions consistent with the given (univariate) marginals
Fij for each arc (i, j) ∈ A.
Pessimistic Bound. The first idea in our solution
is to consider the following lower bound on (1.1).
Suppose that instead of sending the max flow Z(ũ)
after seeing the realized capacities ũ, we had to pre-
commit to a flow vector (equivalently, a capacity vector)
w, and then whenever the realized capacity ũij was
smaller than the flow wij we tried to send along an arc
(i, j), we had to pay a penalty equal to the difference.
Note that if wij − ũij > 0 for two arcs along the same
path in w, then we still have to pay both penalties.












Re-interpreting Nature’s Decision as a Dis-
tribution over Cuts. The second idea in our solution
is to re-interpret nature’s problem of choosing a joint
capacity distribution F in (1.1) as choosing a distribu-
tion over cuts in the graph. Indeed, for any F , there is
a corresponding distribution over (min) cuts whose cut
capacities match the max flow Z(ũ) on each realization
of ũ ∼ F . Suppose that in this distribution, arc (i, j)
crosses the cut with probability qij . If ũ ∼ F is chosen
optimally, then in each instance that arc (i, j) crosses
the cut (equiv. (i, j) is in the cut-set), ũij must assume
a value in its lower qij-th quantile. Otherwise, if not,
then nature can re-couple F to decrease the expected
cut capacity value while holding this distribution over
cuts fixed. Therefore, nature’s optimization problem









with ∆ denoting the set of all vectors q in [0, 1]A
consistent with some random cut-set Q̃ ⊂ A satisfying
Pr [(i, j) ∈ Q] = qij ∀(i, j) ∈ A
Solving Nature’s Re-interpreted Problem us-
ing Min-cost Flow Duality. Finally, we show that
nature’s problem in (1.3) is exactly formulated and
solved by the dual of problem (1.2), which can be re-
written as a min-cost flow problem. This leads to our
main result.
Theorem 1.1. The optimization problems in (1.1),
(1.2), and (1.3) all have the same value.
Theorem 1.1 is proven in Section 3. An algorithm to
solve the case of finite-supported marginals exactly and
efficiently is presented in Section 4.1. We also interpret
our main result using a game between a capacity player
and a cut player, in Section 5.
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM

































































2 Preliminaries and Notation
Let G = (N,A) be a directed graph with node set N
and arc set A. N consists of at least two nodes, where
two are distinctly marked as the source s and the sink t.
s has no arcs entering it and t has no arcs leaving it. As
well, let there be given a nonnegative random variable
ũij for each arc (i, j) ∈ A, with distribution function
Fij .
We will let u = (uij : (i, j) ∈ A) denote an arbitrary
vector of arc capacities, and let ũ denote a random
vector of arc capacities. For any u ∈ RA≥0, let X(u)
denote the flow polyhedron with capacities u, defined as







xji, ∀ i ∈ N \ {s, t}
(Flow Balance Constraint)
0 ≤ xij ≤ uij , ∀ (i, j) ∈ A.
(Capacity Constraint)
That is, all nodes other than the source s and sink tmust
satisfy the constraint that the flow leaving it equals the
flow entering it, and flows along all arcs are bound by
their capacities. Let X denote the collection of flow





j:(j,t)∈A xjt denote the total
flow sent from s to t by x.
For any vector of arc capacities u, let Z(u) denote
the max flow possible under capacities u, defined as
maxx∈X(u) v(x). We are interested in computing a
lower bound for Eũ[Z(ũ)], which holds over all joint
distributions for ũ that are consistent with the given
marginals {Fij : (i, j) ∈ A}. Formally, a joint CDF
F (u), defined over u ∈ RA≥0, is consistent if it satisfies,
for all (i, j) ∈ A and c ∈ R,
F ((uij ≤ c;ui′,j′ ≤ +∞ ∀ (i′, j′) 6= (i, j))) = Fij(c).
(2.4)
We will let Γ denote the set of all joint CDFs F
satisfying (2.4). Then our problem, restated here, can




We remark here that in the sequel, the use of “inf” and
“sup” in the optimization expressions (1.1), (1.2), (1.3)
will be replaced with “min” and “max”, respectively. In
the end, these replacements are fully justified and so for
the sake of brevity we omit the technicalities for now,
and we refer the interested reader to Section 5 where a
formal explanation is presented.
We briefly recall and establish some probability
notations here. Let the generalized inverse of the (i, j)-
th marginal be given by F−1ij (p) := inf{q : Fij(q) > p}
for p ∈ [0, 1), and let F−1ij (1) := inf{q : Fij(q) ≥
1}. Also, we will make use of the probability space(
(0, 1],B, λ
)
, where B will denote the standard Borel
sigma algebra on (0, 1] and λ will denote the Lebesgue
measure on (0, 1].
We conclude this section by reviewing the funda-
mental duality relationship known as max-flow min-cut.
Recall that an s-t cut, written C = (S, T ), is a partition
of N into two subsets S (source-side) and T = N \ S
(sink-side) such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The (s-t) cut-set
of C is the set of arcs {(u, v) ∈ A : u ∈ S, v ∈ T}.
Notationally, we will write Xcut := {χ ∈ {0, 1}A :
χ is the characteristic vector to some s-t cut set}, and
if Q ⊂ A is an s-t cut-set of some s-t cut, then χQ ∈ Xcut
will denote the characteristic vector of Q. Finally,
∆(Xcut) will denote the set of all (discrete) distribu-
tions H over Xcut, and for any random vector χ̃ ∼ H ∈
∆(Xcut), we adopt the notation qij := Pr(χ̃ij = 1), for
any (i, j) ∈ A.
Now observe that the total flow sent from s to
t, when the flow variables are set to x, is given by
v(x) = xᵀχ for any χ ∈ Xcut. In addition, for any
χ ∈ Xcut, we let uᵀχ denote the cut capacity for the
s-t cut, or equivalently, the cut-set, corresponding to χ.
As it turns out, these two concepts of total flow and cut
capacity are tied by duality; informally, the classic Max-
flow Min-cut duality states that the maximum amount
of flow that can be sent from s to t is equivalent to the
minimum cut capacity. This can be formalized:
Lemma 2.1. (Max-Flow Min-Cut) Let G = (N,A)
be a digraph with source node s and sink node t in N .
For each arc (i, j) ∈ A, let uij be a nonnegative arc












v, i = s
0, i /∈ {s, t}
−v, i = t
∀i ∈ N






uij · χij ,
where χij =
{
1 (i, j) ∈ cut-set
0 (i, j) /∈ cut-set
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM

































































This classical theorem immediately pays dividends
insofar as allowing us to shed the optimization Z(ũ)
within the expectation for a term that appears tamer,
albeit at the expense of a slightly more complicated









In particular, if (ũ, χ̃) solves the right hand side, then
ũ solves the left hand side, equivalently, (1.1).
3 A Simple Solution
We begin by examining a particular max-cost flow














Proof. Since for all w, ũ ≥ 0,





max(wij − ũij , 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ũ to w expansion
,
the inequality follows.
















Eũij [max{xij − ũij , 0}]
)
,















xts, i = s
0, i /∈ {s, t}
−xts, i = t
∀i ∈ N
xij ≥ 0, (i, j) ∈ A,
1In fact, as we’ll see in Theorem 3.1, this is exact.
wherein we have added to the original graph an arc (t,s)
with arc cost of 1 and unbounded capacity.
In formulating the classical convex dual program



































(πi − πj)xij − E [max(xij − ũij , 0)]
))
We make the following observations. First, if 1 + πt −
πs 6= 0, then xts can be chosen such that the inner
maximization is unbounded. Second, for any (i, j) ∈ A,









+∞ πi − πj > 1, or πi − πj < 0
0 πi − πj = 0∫ πi−πj
0
F−1ij (p)dp 0 < πi − πj ≤ 1.
The case of 0 < πi − πj ≤ 1 can be explained by
the high-level intuition that at the optimal xij , the
change in the second term E [max(xij − ũij , 0)] from
incrementing xij should be equal to πi − πj ; in other
words, Fij(xij) = πi − πj . To argue this formally, we
can note that for any (i, j) ∈ A, the function fij(xij) :=




as its set of subgradients at xij (See [10]); hence, the
optimality condition in the case of 0 < πi − πj ≤ 1 is







so that it is optimal to set xij := F
−1
ij (πi − πj), when
0 < πi − πj ≤ 1 .
Hence, in the end, the dual problem (Network









πs − πt = 1
πi − πj ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ A,
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM

































































where the constraints are in place to avoid the afore-
mentioned unbounded behavior.
We define Πfeas := {π ∈ RN : πs = 1, πt =
0, πi − πj ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ A}. Note that, without loss
of generality, this is the feasible region to (Network
















We will return to this relationship later from a game-
theoretic perspective in section 5. But in the iterim,
(3.7) suggests the following construction of a joint
random vector (ũ, χ̃) that is feasible to (2.5). Fix an
optimal solution π∗ to (Network Dual) and consider
the following random experiment procedure. Begin by
drawing a random seed p uniformly from [0,1]. Then,
each arc (i, j) is in the cut-set (i.e. χ̃ij = 1) if and only
if π∗j ≤ p ≤ π∗i (note that χ̃ij = 0 always if π∗j > π∗i ).
Finally, the capacity ũij of each arc (i, j) with χ̃ij = 1
takes on a value in its lower (π∗i − π∗j )’th quantile, i.e.
equals F−1ij (q) for some 0 ≤ q ≤ π∗i − π∗j .
The correlated distribution over ũij (resp. χ̃ij) im-
plied by the random seed p ∈ [0, 1] is in fact an optimal
solution for problem (1.1) (resp. problem (1.3)) from
Section 1.2. All of this is made precise in the theorem
below, which is the formal version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let π∗ solve (Network Dual), and let








1; π∗i > π
∗
j , p ∈ [π∗j , π∗i ]
0; otherwise,
for all (i, j) ∈ A, and if π∗i ≥ π∗j , define
ũij(p) :=

F−1ij (p− π∗j ); π∗j ≤ p ≤ π∗i
F−1ij (π
∗
i − π∗j + p); 0 < p < π∗j
F−1ij (p); π
∗
i ≤ p ≤ 1,
otherwise if π∗i < π
∗
j define ũij(·) := F
−1
ij (·).





















Proof. First, we verify that the discrete distribution of
χ̃ is indeed a member of ∆(Xcut). Order the range of
the π∗ values as 0 = π(0) < π(1) < . . . < π(M) = 1,
where M is the number of distinct values. Then, for each
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M−1}, let Tk := {i ∈ N : πi ≤ π(k)}, and
Sk := N \ Tk. Consequently, each Tk contains node t
and Sk contains node s, so that Ck := (Sk, Tk) is an (s-
t) cut with corresponding cut-set Ak := {(i, j) ∈ A : i ∈
Sk, j ∈ Tk}. It becomes clear then that χ̃, as defined, is
supported by this collection of cut-sets, with
χ̃ = χAk w.p. π
(k+1)−π(k), ∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M −1}.
Furthermore, as T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ TM−1, and S0 ⊃ S1 ⊃
. . . ⊃ SM−1, the collection of (s-t) cuts Ck is sink-side
(or source-side) nested.
Second, verifying that ũ has as distribution function
one that is consistent with the given marginals, i.e., lies
in Γ, is trivial.








































3.1 Interpreting π∗: In the proof of Theorem 3.1,
we establish that there exists a random cut C̃ = (S̃, T̃ )
with corresponding random cut-set Q̃ such that χ̃ = χQ̃,
and the probability laws satisfy Pr(i ∈ S̃) = π∗i ∀i ∈ N ,
Pr(i ∈ S̃, j ∈ T̃ ) = Pr((i, j) ∈ Q) = max(π∗i − π∗j , 0)
∀(i, j) ∈ A. With this, we see that for any node i, π∗i
represents the likelihood that node i lies in the source
side S̃. Naturally, this is consistent with the fact that
the source s has π∗s = 1 and the sink t has π
∗
t = 0, as
required in the constraints in Πfeas.
We can now interpret
∫ π∗i−π∗j
0
F−1ij (p)dp as yielding
the expected contribution of the arc (i, j) to the random
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM

































































cut capacity value ũᵀχ̃ (under the extremal correlation).
Furthermore, the totally-ordered relationship among
the π∗ variables in [0, 1], means that C̃ has as support
a collection of cuts that are sink-side (resp. source-side)
nested, in that for any two potential realizations T̃ , T̃ ′
(resp. S̃, S̃′), either T̃ ⊆ T̃ ′ or T̃ ⊇ T̃ ′ (resp. S̃ ⊆ S̃′ or
S̃ ⊇ S̃′).
4 Algorithmic Procedure for ũ
While the discussion immediately preceding Theorem
3.1 all but spells out an algorithm for the reader by
describing a random experiment defining (ũ, χ̃), we for-
malize the design of an algorithm here for complete-
ness sake. We present an efficient algorithmic proce-
dure (based on Theorem 3.1) to find an exact solution
(support along with probability mass values) to (1.1) for
arbitrary s-t networks with capacity marginal distribu-
tions that are finite-supported. This same procedure
can be adapted to create an efficient method for finding
(using careful discretization) an approximate solution
to (1.1) in the case of arbitrary marginal distributions.
4.1 General s-t Network and Finite-Supported
Marginals In this section, we focus on the case of
finite-supported marginals. More formally, we let arc
capacities be 0 or take one of K possible positive values,
sorted 0 = c0 < c1 < . . . < cK . Each arc (i, j)
has a randomly-initialized capacity given by a random
variable ũij which has CDF Fij , defined as Fij(ck) =
Pr[ũij ≤ ck] for all k = 0, . . . ,K (Fij(cK) is always 1),
and pmf fij = Pr [ũij = ck] for all k = 0, . . . ,K.
In this case, we can formulate the dual (Network
Dual) to (Flow Problem) as a linear program in the
following way. Noting that (Flow Problem) in this
case is a max-cost flow problem with piecewise-concave
costs, we can perform the standard transformation [3]
to a capacitated max-cost flow problem with linear arc
costs by replacing each arc (i, j) ∈ A with K parallel
arcs. More precisely, for any (i, j) ∈ A, in place of arc
(i,j) we now have K parallel arcs directed from i to j,
where for any k ∈ [K] := {1, 2, . . . ,K}, the k-th parallel
arc has profit equal to−
∑k−1
τ=1 fij(cτ ) = −Fij(ck−1) and
upper capacity equal to ck − ck−1. In addition, for the
sake of analysis, we add the following arcs wherein it
will never be profitable to have nonzero flow:
• For any node i /∈ {s, t}, add an arc from i pointed
to t, with cost = -1, capacity = +∞
• For any node i /∈ {s, t}, add an arc from t pointed
to i, with cost = 0, capacity = +∞







(ck − ck−1) · λkij




fij(cτ ) + πi − πj ≤ λkij ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ [K]
πt − πi ≥ −1; ∀i ∈ N \ {s, t}
πi − πt ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ N \ {s, t}
λkij ≥ 0; ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ [K]
πi free ∀i ∈ N
Without loss of generality, we may impose the con-
straint that πt = 0 and πs = 1. A solution (π
∗, λ∗)
will yield a π∗ that can be used to construct a solution
as outlined in Theorem 3.1.
We now present Algorithm 4.1 which takes as input
an s-t network G = (N,A), along with marginal
arc capacity distributions {Fij}(i,j)∈A supported on
{c0, . . . , cK}. The algorithm efficiently finds and stores
both the support and probability mass values for a
discrete random vector (ũ, χ̃) solving (2.5), making use
of the optimal solution to (Network Dual’). More
precisely, it outputs a list of 0/1 arc-incidence vectors
X ⊂ Xcut, along with a corresponding list of probability
masses PX ⊆ [0, 1]|X|. As well, it outputs a list of joint
realizations of the arc capacities U ⊂ {c0, c1, . . . , cK}A,
along with a corresponding list of probability masses
PU ⊆ [0, 1]|U |.
Algorithm 4.1.
X ← {}, PX ← {}, U ← {}, PU ← {}
π∗ ← Solve (Network Dual’)
Π ← SORT({π∗i : i ∈ N})
P ← SORT({Fij(ck) : (i, j) ∈ A, k = 1, . . . ,K}∪{π∗i :
i ∈ N})
for k = 1 : Π.length()− 1 do
T ← {i ∈ N : π∗i ≤ Π[k]}, S ← N \ T
x← zeros(|A|)
for (i, j) ∈ A do




X.insert(x), PX .insert(Π[k + 1]−Π[k])
end for
for p = 1 : P.length()− 1 do
u← zeros(|A|)
for (i, j) ∈ A do
if π∗i ≤ π∗j then
u[(i, j)]← F−1ij (P [p])
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM


































































if P [p] ∈ [π∗j , π∗i ] then
u[(i, j)]← F−1ij (P [p]− π∗j )
end if
if P [p] ∈ (0, π∗j ) then
u[(i, j)]← F−1ij (P [p] + π∗i − π∗j )
end if
if P [p] ∈ [π∗i , 1] then




U .insert(u), PU .insert(P [p+ 1]− P [p])
end for
See Figure 2 for an illustration of the algorithm’s
construction of χ̃. Note that the corresponding joint
arc capacity distribution ũ is non-trivial in that it is
not a combination of monotonic and anti-monotonic
couplings. Indeed, arc (s, 2) appears in the cut-set with
probability 2/3, and when it does (taking on a value in
its bottom 23 percentile), either arc (s, 1) must take on a
value in its bottom 14 percentile, or arc (1, 2) must take
on a value in its bottom 512 percentile, but not both.
5 Capacity versus Cut: A Two-Person,
Zero-Sum Game
In this section, we outline a non-cooperative game that
is integrally connected to the problem of (1.1), in order
that we may provide some contextual meaning to the
pieces of equation (3.8).
We consider two opposing players: the capacity
player and the cut player. Given any directed graph
G = (N,A) and random variable collection {ũij}(i,j)∈A
as above, the capacity player chooses a nonnegative
vector of arc capacities, and the cut player chooses an s-
t cut-set. More formally, the capacity player’s strategy
space is RA≥0, while the cut player’s strategy space is
Xcut. The capacity player’s utility U(·, ·) as a function
of RA≥0 ×Xcut is given by
U(w, χ) := wᵀχ−
∑
(i,j)∈A
E [max(wij − ũij , 0)] ,
with the cut player’s utility given by −U . Put another
way, when the capacity player chooses w and the cut
player chooses χ, the cut player pays the capacity player
the cut capacity wᵀχ. In return, the capacity player,
for each arc (i, j) ∈ A, pays the cut player the average
amount that the capacity decision wij exceeded the
random capacity vector ũij .














































Figure 1: A Distributionally Robust Max Flow instance,
and the solution (optimal dual variables π∗) to Net-
work Dual’






If, on the other hand, the cut player chooses first






That these two quantities may not be equal, tells us
that this game does not necessarily contain a pure Nash
Equilibrium. Indeed, consider the example in Figure 3.









min(ws1, w12, w2t)− 2/3(ws1 − 1)
− 2/3(w12 − 1)− 2/3(w2t − 1)
)
= 1.





U(w, χ) = 2− 2/3 = 4/3.
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM







































































































w.p. 1 - 3/4
Figure 2: The three graphs depict the distribution over
cuts, where S̃ consists of the green nodes, T̃ consists of
the red nodes, and the cut-set consists of the blue arcs.
Indeed, if the game were repeated under the stochastic
fictitious play dynamic, the cut player’s long-run history
of selected pure strategies would converge to playing
each of the 3 possible s-t cuts with probability 1/3.
However, if we allow randomization on the part of the



























E [U(w, χ̃)] .
Thus, while a pure Nash equilibrium does not exist here,
a mixed Nash Equilibrium does. And this is true in
general for this game.
















































E [U(w, χ̃)] ,
where the exchange of the “sup” and “inf” to obtain
a dual problem is established using a “partial saddle
point” result (see Proposition 2.3- Remark 2.3 in [5]).
Copyright © 2020 by SIAM

































































To conclude the proof, we must argue that the infimum
in the dual problem is attained, and this follows because
maxw∈RA≥0 E [U(w, ·)] is convex over ∆(Xcut), effectively














Indeed, (1.1) really boils down to analyzing the
conflict between the capacity and cut player. We briefly
illuminate this connection here.













Eũij max(wij − ũij , 0)
}
Proof. This immediately follows from Lemma 2.1.










































F−1ij (qij) · qij − E
[








where the equalities follow because it is optimal to set
wij to be F
−1
ij (qij) when qij > 0, and 0 otherwise. This
establishes the first equality. The second equality then
follows from Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.1




1; πi > πj , p ∈ [πj , πi]
0; otherwise,
for all (i, j) ∈ A, has as its support a sink-side nested
(and source-side nested) collection of cut-sets. In other
words, there exists a bijection between Πfeas and the
collection of sink-side nested (and source-side nested)
cut-sets. Hence, in light of this, Corollary 5.2 indicates
that we (or equivalently, the cut player) do not lose op-
timality by restricting the search for χ̃ to those with
such nested supports. In the case of finite supported
marginals, this search can be conducted efficiently with
the help of a linear program- see Section 4.1. This is cru-
cially important for a tractable search for an extremal
distribution. Indeed, how to solve the cut player’s prob-
lem appears, at least at first glance, daunting, consider-
ing the pure (much less, mixed) strategy space com-
prised of all s-t cut-sets is complex- the problem of
merely counting all s-t cuts is #P Hard ([9]).
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